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As a Pro Dog Partner you have lots of amazing courses and resources at your fingertips that 
you can use to supercharge your students’ learning. We want you and your clients to get the 
most out of what you have to offer, creating lifelong learners.

THE SEXIER THAN A 
SQUIRREL CHALLENGE
This is a great challenge that you can sell to your 
students or include as part of a lesson package. 
It’s a great starting point for anyone who hasn’t 
experienced concept training, it provides structure 
and easy to follow lessons and content.

On day 21 of the challenge, all students taking part 
are invited to join the Training Academy to continue 
their journey. This is an opportunity for you to share 
your Training Academy link with your students who 
are working through the challenge and take them to 
the next learning level.

COURSES & RESOURCES
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THE TRAINING ACADEMY
How can you share the greatness that the Training How can you share the greatness that the Training 
Academy has to offer with your students?Academy has to offer with your students?

Show your students the value they get by 
being part of the Training Academy:

Record a Loom video which gives them a 
tour of the site and contents. Include:

You can show all this in a short, super fun video!You can show all this in a short, super fun video!

How to navigate the Training AcademyHow to navigate the Training Academy
The different ways you can search for gamesThe different ways you can search for games
How to create a playlistHow to create a playlist
How to view a playlist that has been shared How to view a playlist that has been shared 
with youwith you
The Facebook page and the extra learning The Facebook page and the extra learning 
available through Struggles to Strengths available through Struggles to Strengths 
weeks and Transformation Talksweeks and Transformation Talks

A new lesson every weekA new lesson every week
Weekly Transformation TalksWeekly Transformation Talks
The Facebook support groupThe Facebook support group
Struggles to Strengths WeeksStruggles to Strengths Weeks
The Training Academy ring binderThe Training Academy ring binder
Monthly resources *new for 2022!Monthly resources *new for 2022!
Shareable playlistsShareable playlists
Access to previous Super Trainer Live footageAccess to previous Super Trainer Live footage
Dog-Dog Interaction Deep DiveDog-Dog Interaction Deep Dive
10 Days to a Food Crazed, Toy Crazed Dog10 Days to a Food Crazed, Toy Crazed Dog

THE AGILITY ACADEMY
For those of you who want to or already do teach For those of you who want to or already do teach 
Agility! This is the perfect add-on for your active Agility! This is the perfect add-on for your active 
Training Academy students and has so much value:Training Academy students and has so much value:

These are all great courses you can sell to your These are all great courses you can sell to your 
clients to start and continue their training journey clients to start and continue their training journey 
with you. But it doesn’t end there! We want to share with you. But it doesn’t end there! We want to share 
some of our top tips on creating lifelong learners!some of our top tips on creating lifelong learners!

A new lesson released every weekA new lesson released every week
7 learning streams:7 learning streams:

Access to puppy pathways for free!Access to puppy pathways for free!

Fly on The WallFly on The Wall
Sports FoundationSports Foundation
Handler 101Handler 101
The Canine AthleteThe Canine Athlete
Jump SkillsJump Skills
Contacts and WeavesContacts and Weaves
ResourcefulnessResourcefulness

How to bring on a sports dog from How to bring on a sports dog from 
puppyhoodpuppyhood
Creating an active family pet with great Creating an active family pet with great 
mannersmanners
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DEVELOPING OPTIMISTIC
STUDENTS

We want our students to bring the optimism, their solution seeking hats and positive pants to every 
lesson! We have to develop this way of thinking in our students. Here are some of our favourite ways 
we can encourage this mindset in our students:

LEAD BY EXAMPLE:
Bring the energy to your classes! Upbeat energy and positive thinking is contagious. Do some air 
sprints and pull a power pose before class to change your state.

RECOGNISE PROGRESS AND SUCCESS:
Recognising and celebrating your students wins is a sure-fire way to pull them into a positive mindset 
and boost their confidence and optimism! Whether you give them a shout out in class for something 
they’ve accomplished during class or share in their wins away from class, this is a massive optimism 
boost for your students.

EMPOWERING STUDENTS EARLY ON:
Empowering your students early on during classes will give them purpose and responsibility. Ask 
a different student each week to take notes on the games and learning points you cover in class 
and post as homework in your Facebook support group/WhatsApp messenger group or any other 
platform you use to support your students.

If it’s possible to split your students up into groups of 3 when playing the games, you can give each 
student a different role:

Students can switch roles for each game played in the lesson.  This is a super fun way to empower 
your students and provides variety in their learning.

One is hands on, playing the game with their dog
One is taking notes on their mechanics and how their dog responded to the game 
One is coaching and providing guidance
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LETTING YOUR STUDENTS LEAD THE LEARNING:
As you progress through your block of lessons, ask your students if they have a specific struggle 
they’d like to work on that you can incorporate into the following lessons.

Take note of other struggles your client’s dogs might be exhibiting during class and think about what 
you can offer (either to that specific client or to the whole class) to help them through that struggle.

USE SOCIAL MEDIA FOR MARKET RESEARCH:

Be yourself, be a strong magnet and attract your tribe.

Ask your followers what their biggest dog training struggle is
Create polls in your Facebook support groups asking students what type of class they’d 
love to sign up for
Use your student groups as a way to find out what common struggles they are 
experiencing and create a workshop or lesson plan for it.

“Keep super people. Once you’ve got a student you love, you know 
what? Keep them... Give them everything they need as much as you 

possibly can to keep that fantastic student.” 

- Lauren Langman

SHOW YOUR STUDENTS WOW AND INSPIRE 
MOMENTS EARLY ON IN YOUR JOURNEY TOGETHER:
WOW moments are a game, a story or a demo that gives your students lightbulb moments. 

Inspire moments are moments where you explain to your students how the games are going to 
transfer to real life. Inspiring your students to continue to play, learn and develop with you!

The more WOW and Inspire moments we can give our students early on really sets the optimism and 
tone for how you’re going to continue to work together. They are going to want to continue to come 
to your classes as you bring the energy, you bring the knowledge and you bring the fun.
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GET YOUR STUDENTS EXCITED ABOUT THEIR 
CONTINUED LEARNING:
As we know, training is not a linear process and is a way of life we can easily adopt through games! A 
lot of students come with the impression that a set of puppy classes and maybe some intermediate 
obedience training will be enough - and sometimes it can be - but we know the amazing benefits of 
continued learning both for our dogs and for ourselves. We now need to get our students on board!

Plan into your classes moments where you can show your students what they can achieve by 
continuing their training journey. For example, you may have a Life Skills class that has included 
games for proximity which is building towards off-leash freedom.  Show your students with your 
trusty demo dog (if they’re at this level) what off-leash freedom looks like for you. You can either do 
this in class (if appropriate) or by filming a video to share with them.

Include a “what’s next” section in your client’s 
homework so they can see where their journey is going. 
To help you with this, we have been hard at work and 
have created some amazing editable, Transformation 
Plan templates you can use for your students!

Share student wins on your Facebook page and/or 
website and link in the classes that they took to get 
their results.

Show your students insights into different aspects of 
training they can get involved in.  This could be anything 
from scent work, loose leash walking, obedience, tricks, 
or a sport you love to do with your dog. Get your 
students excited for their continued learning! 

Take me there!

“Letting students get excited about something, showing them 
something more. Showing them something like, I don’t know, 
some cool trick training... showing them maybe some agility 

training. Letting them see some of the dog sports that they could 
be doing, letting them see some of the really high end stuff or 
maybe just letting them see some life skills that they don’t yet 

have. Letting them get involved in other things practically, letting 
them see progressions that they could be having.”

- Lauren Langman
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOUR STUDENTS?
You’re coming towards the end of a 6 week class. Your students have made lots of amazing progress 
and are super energised and enthusiastic for games! So what’s next for them?

Maybe you have a class that starts in a couple of weeks that you think would be a great continuation 
for your group - or you are working on a new class that you think a couple of your students might 
really enjoy.  

This is the time you need to let your students know about their next steps. Don’t wait until your 
current class is over, be prepared to start drip feeding this information around week 4 of a 6 week 
class so your students have time to get excited for the next set of classes.

Inviting your students to sign up to another class is a great way to keep them in the learning mindset. 
You can send them email invitations, hand them a leaflet in class, send them a text or message via 
social media. Let them know the details and put a reminder in your diary to follow up with them.

“People often don’t know what they should attend. They almost 
need a personal invite. So ‘would you like to come to’ and ‘this 
would really suit you’ is a great way to offer the idea to them 
- and it’s an invite because you know how much it will benefit 

them. If it’s not going to benefit them, don’t suggest it. It’s really 
about seeing your students grow, and that the more they invest 

the more results they will have.”

- Lauren Langman
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